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Examination rules, MA, University of Music, Drama and Media Hanover
The following Examination Regulations describe over 56 pages teacher training at a Master’s
degree level for all subjects offered at the University of Hanover. The Examination
Regulations are based on the Regulations for Master’s degrees for teacher training in Lower
Saxony. The Examination Regulations follows on the shared Examination Regulations for the
interdisciplinary Bachelor programme.
The formalities such as admission, length and structure of the study programme, examination
requirements, grading ranges and so on are described on the first ten pages (p.124-134). There
is an extensive catalogue attached in which, for instance, the structure of each subject is
described (p.135-179). While standard length of study and the ETCS credit points (four
semesters for a Master’s degree that qualifies to teach at ‘Gymnasium’: 120 ETCS) are the
same all over Lower Saxony (see Nds. MasterVO-Lehr); the relation of the contents of the
actual courses (credit points for major and minor subjects or for the Master’s thesis) can be
determined individually by the university.
At the University of Hanover teacher training is only offered for ‘Gymnasium’. Only two
subjects relevant to this project can be studied at the University of Hanover namely history
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and political sciences and economy. The Examination Regulations list the compulsory
modules for minor and major subjects and is structured the same way as the Examination
Regulations for the BA degree. Two modules are compulsory for history as a major subject
(vocational work experience and teaching historical scholarship) a specialisation module that
was not taken during the BA course is also compulsory (one can choose between global,
societal, cultural, and religious history and/or history culture/publicity/media).
A practical training module and a vocational work experience, as well as an introductory
module that was not taken during the BA course (ancient history or the Middle Ages) are
mandatory for history as a minor subject. Two specialisation modules from the elective area
that were not taken during the BA course must also be chosen. The requirements for writing
the MA thesis are a Latin proficiency certificate and level B1 modern foreign language skills
in accordance with the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (p158160).
There are three compulsory modules for political sciences and economy as a major subject
(vocational work experience and teaching methodology, economy politics, labour politics and
society politics and a specialisation module in teaching methodology). As well as these
compulsory modules, the module international relationships/world society/European
integration is offered for political science as a minor subject. Three of six elective modules
must chosen (labour and organisation, social theory, cultural anthropology and world society
etc).
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